
                                                                                            

IN THE COURT OF THE JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, FIRST CLASS, HOJAI.

G.R.Case No. 688/2011.

                                                            U/s. 341/352/34 I.P.C.

STATE

   Vs

        SIBIR AHMED.

SIKDAR MAHMODUL HUSSAIN.

          ABDUL MALIK.

   GULZAR HUSSAIN.

          KAFIL UDDIN.

.........Accused persons.

PRESENT: SHARIFUDDIN AHMED PATHAN, A.J.S.

Judicial Magistrate, First Class,

Hojai.

For the Prosecution : Learned A.P.P.

For the Defence : M. Ali, N. Akhtar. Ld. Advocate.

Offence Explained On : 29/11/2014.

Evidence recorded on : 01/12/2014.

Argument heard on : 01/12/2014.

Judgment delivered on : 01/12/2014.

JUDGMENT

1. This is  a  case u/s 341/352/34 IPC wherein the informant-  Md. Sahidul Islam has  alleged 

wrongful restraint and assault on him by the accused persons.

2. The prosecution story in brief is that on 13/05/2011, at about 12:00 A.M,  the accused persons 

who are  his  fellow students  at  a  Madrassa  assaulted  him with  rod,  sticks  etc  causing 

injuries. 

3. The informant lodged an Ejahar at Murajhar P.S which was registered as Murajhar P.S Case 

No- 120/2011 u/s 325/34 IPC and investigation was conducted by the I/O.  

4. On the basis of the ‘Ejahar’ police started investigation and after completion of investigation 

the  police  found  sufficient  materials  and  submitted  charge-sheet  against  the  accused 

persons U/s. 341/352/34 I.P.C. vide Charge-Sheet No. 97/2011 dated 31/08/2011.

5. On submission of the charge-sheet, cognizance of offence U/s. 341/352/34 I.P.C, was taken 

against the accused persons and process was issued against the accused persons. During 

trial copy was furnished to the accused persons. Finding Prima-facie materials to presume 

that  the accused persons have committed offence punishable U/s 341/352/34 I.P.C,  the 

particulars  of  offences  under  the  aforementioned  sections  were  then  read  over  and 

explained to the accused persons and they were asked as to whether they plead guilty, to 

which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

6. In the course of hearing the prosecution examined the informant/victim- Md. Sahidul Islam as 

P.W.1.  Since  no  incriminating  materials  were  found  in  the  primary  evidences  of  the 

Informant/victim, the Ld A.P.P prayed for closing prosecution evidence. Due to the lack of 
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incriminating materials,  the  examination  of  the  accused  persons  U/s.  313 Cr.P.C.  was 

dispensed with. Moreover, defence side declined to adduce any evidence.

7. Points for determination:-  

Whether the accused persons acting in pursuance of their common intention had on 

13/06/2011 at about 12:00 A.M wrongfully restrained the informant inside the Madrassa and 

assaulted him and thereby committed the offences punishable U/s. 341/352/34 I.P.C?

8. Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-   

Heard arguments  of  both  sides.  Perused  the  Case  Record.  My findings  are  as 

follows:-

9. The informant/Victim- Md. Sahidul Islam has been examined as P.W.1. The informant has 

specifically stated in his evidence as P.W.1 that there was some argument between him 

and the accused persons who were his juniors at Joynagar Madrassa at the time of the 

incident on 13/06/2011 at about 12:00 A.M, in their Madrassa regarding a petty issue and 

misunderstanding at the Madrassa. The P.W.1 has stated that the case was lodged in anger. 

10. During her cross-examination, the P.W.1 has deposed in his cross examination that there 

was only argument between them and no assault took place. He has also deposed that the 

accused didnot restrain him. He has further deposed in his cross-examination that as the 

accused  are  his  juniors  and  like  his  brothers,  he  bears  no grudge  against  the  accused 

persons.

11. From the evidence recorded above, it is seen that the incident happened due to a petty issue 

at a Madrassa between fellow students which is common in student hostels and eventually 

led to the filing of this case in anger after the incident. However, during the course of the 

trial  better  sense  prevailed  and  the  informant/victim resolved  his  differences  with  the 

accused and stated in his deposition in Court that no assault or restraint as alleged by him 

had taken place and there was only argument between them.  

12. Now the said informant/victim is the main witnesses to the alleged crime and he has not 

incriminated the accused persons to the crime. In the light of the above discussion, in my 

considered opinion, the prosecution has thus failed to prove the case against the accused 

persons.

ORDER

Hence considering the above discussions, the accused persons are found not guilty 

of the alleged crimes and they are accordingly acquitted.  

13. The bail-bonds executed in favour of the accused persons are extended for a further period 

of Six months from this date. 

14. Pronounced by me in this open Court, this 01st day of December, 2014 and given under my 

hand and seal of this Court.

              

Sharif Uddin Ahmed Pathan

Judicial Magistrate, First Class.
 Hojai, Nagaon.
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APPENDIX

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS 

1. Ext-1 : Ejahar.
2. Ext-1(1) : Signature of the Informant.

DEFENCE EXHIBITS

 NONE

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

1. Md. Sahidul Islam.

DEFENCE WITNESSES

NONE
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